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Welwyn Ha*ield Local Plan Examina4on 

Response by Save Symondshyde to 

EX202G and EX202F Facili&es and Se-lement Size by WHBC 

1.  In his Round-Up session 12 March 2020 (EX186C), the Inspector asked the Council to jusNfy how 
the Symondshyde proposal would create a sustainable neighbourhood.  He suggested that 
examples from new seSlements elsewhere that demonstrate the levels of services that similar or 
larger populaNons could sustain would be useful, and added that ideally the seSlement ought to be 
able to support some health and catering/refreshment faciliNes as well as the others that have been 
indicated. 

2.  Responding to this in EX202G, WHBC’s assessment of other seSlements showed that health and 
catering/refreshment faciliNes would be unlikely to be forthcoming at Symondshyde.  On health, the 
report explains that “There is no proposal to provide health facili2es at Symondshyde. Our 
assessment is that such provision is unlikely even with an increase in the new village’s scale. The 
nearby urban extension at North West HaBield has land set aside for a GP surgery and the Council 
will be seeking to persuade the CCG to plan for primary care provision at that site.” 

3.  The Council is therefore clear that the Inspector’s ‘ideal’ requirements will not be met.  Providing 
a doctor’s surgery in NW Ha*ield, if it happens, rather misses the point of a free-standing new 
seSlement: if the services necessary for day-to-day life can only be found somewhere outside the 
seSlement, then there is no benefit to its free-standing nature.  The Borough would be beSer off 
with a straight-forward urban extension, which would be more sustainable in many ways and 
without the need to establish more remote infrastructure. 

4.  So far as catering and refreshment faciliNes are concerned, the experience of providing a public 
house or restaurant in a new seSlement of this size is patchy.  The evidence (in the Annex, EX202F) 
shows that some new seSlements noNonally said to include pubs are, like Symondshyde, just 
proposals on paper and not completed developments where the actual services can be idenNfied.  
Tresham in Northamptonshire and Longcross in Surrey fall into this aspiraNonal category.  Catering 
faciliNes are clearly marginal, even at 1,500 dwellings.  The Council’s conclusion on a public house is 
that “a village the size of Symondshyde could aSract such a provision, although obviously that is not 
certain yet.”  Unsurprisingly, the Council has aspiraNons that this will happen, though it will not be 
required and may well not happen.  The Inspector therefore cannot be given any reliable 
reassurance on this issue either. 

5.  We respec*ully invite the Inspector to reconsider the provisional conclusion in paragraph 88 of 
his Interim Report that an increase of 400 dwellings in the development’s criNcal mass would make 
faciliNes and services more viable.  The evidence presented by the Council shows that increasing the 
size of the seSlement to 1,500 dwellings would make very liSle difference to the range or quality of 
the faciliNes that can be provided.  It certainly would not aSract the health and catering/
refreshment faciliNes considered by the Inspector to be ideally necessary. 
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6.  Where faciliNes will not, or are unlikely to be provided, the Council’s fall-back posiNon is that the 
proposed improvements to public transport set out in the WSP Public Transport Strategy (EX202E) 
would provide improved access to the nearest town centre.  We do not believe that the aspiraNonal 
proposals in the WSP report would compensate for the fact that Symondshyde residents would 
have to travel 1-2 kilometres to faciliNes in north west Ha*ield and up to 4 kilometres to Ha*ield or 
Welwyn Garden City centres for anything other than basic retail, community and leisure services.  
We comment in more detail on these public transport proposals in our response to EX202E. 

7.  Again, we would like the Inspector to reconsider his interim conclusion (in paragraph 88) that a 
viable public transport system, with frequent services, could be established if a higher criNcal mass 
of residents could be achieved.  Higher level retail services and entertainment and leisure faciliNes 
and ready access to mainline rail services in parNcular need public transport to be available seven 
days a week and late into the evening, if the desired modal shih required to make Symondshyde 
more sustainable is to be achieved. 

8.  We submiSed substanNal evidence on these issues in our statement of 20 February to the Stage 
7 hearing on Symondshyde on MaSer 3 – Sustainability, QuesNons 12, 13 and 14.  In that, we asked 
for some of the sustainability raNngs for Symondshyde in Table 6.25 of the main Sustainability 
Appraisal to be amended to make them more realisNc, which would significantly change the balance 
of the raNngs used as input to the Site SelecNon process in 2019.  We see no evidence that our 
representaNons on this maSer have been taken into account. 

9.  In response to the Council’s consultaNon on Proposed Changes to the submiSed Drah Local Plan 
2016 (site allocaNons) 2020, which ended on 1st May, we again submiSed comments on the 
sustainability matrix for Symondshyde.  To date, so far as we are aware, the Council has not 
published its findings on the consultaNon. 

10.  At the Symondshyde hearing on 11th March, the Inspector said that he had asked the Council to 
review the SA and he would want to hear all evidence relaNng to it at the same Nme.  This followed 
his note of 13 February 2020 to the Council (doc EX183), in which he said, with reference to the 
Stage 8 hearings: 

These Hearings should take place in the context of an updated sustainability appraisal that has 
objec2vely considered and compared all development op2ons within the Green Belt.  Again, this 
should be published in accordance with a 2metable that allows all interested par2es to assess the 
appraisal and respond appropriately at the Hearings. 

So far as we can see, this has not been done, certainly not with regard to Symondshyde. 

Save Symondshyde 
2 Cromer Hyde Lane 
Welwyn Garden City 
AL8 7XE 

October 2020 
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